
Mac Hardware Error Code 4mem 4
apple hardware error code 4MOT/4/40000003:HDD-1291 ? A: apple hardware SCORE 64.4. Q:
Apple Hardware Test Error Code 4MEM/1/40000000:210140. You can find instruction for using
Apple Diagnostics at: The error codes generated by the Apple Hardware Test tend to be cryptic
at best, and are meant for Apple service technicians. Many of the error codes 4MEM, Memory
module (RAM).

Aug 13, 2014. apple hardware test error
4MEM/9/40000000:0x80bcf190. 2249 Views 2 Replies
Apple Hardware Test for an iMac (27-inch, Late 2012)
provided the following error : The hardware test is showing
a 'mem' failure code, or a memory failure.
In the applications' settings, add an exception for Google Chrome. (This process may Apple
Hardware Test Error Codes: 4MEM Memory module (RAM) Based on the Apple Hardware
Test, this error is related to memory. #4. How full was your HDD when this happened? *edit*
and there may also be something And - you are getting hardware test error codes that point to a
memory problem. And with that I hook up my Nexus 5, and got the hello world code compiled
and deployed to my phone. Prepare an external USB harddisk for use in both Windows and Mac
environemnt The best way, after all these trial and error, is to use Mac Disk Utility to create and
partitions that 4MEM/9/40000000:0xa89ae618.
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Is there any doubt to the Apple Hardware Test program? Failed Apple
Hardware Test (error 4MEM/9/40000000 0x846e7218) but Passed
Memtest & Rember I recently just purchased another refurbished 15"
MacBook Pro (Mid 2010) Model I am getting error code -18 on the
screen for a Applesellabration - Browse.

21.5" iMac from early 2012, 4 GB RAM from Apple, 8 GB installed
from OWC 1TB HD It detects a problem with memory
(4MEM/60/40000000 : 0x88ab5718). Is there a resource for me to
interpret these codes? although it appears this is definitely a hardware
error so software tracelogs aren't going to help all that much. MacBook
Pro :: Hardware error :(mac pro hardware error 4mem/60/4000000: iOS
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:: Error Domain=HMErrorDomain Code=4 "The operation couldnt be.
Based on the Apple Hardware Test, this error is related to memory. test
with the DVD it came with I get this Error code 4MEM/1/40000000:
0x7c46a990.

I have a MacBook Air 2012 (A1466) and it
developed some memory errors. It crashes
every half an hour and Apple Hardware Test
says "4MEM/9/40000000: 0x79eea590".
Kernel panics, Apple hardware test error
codes… Is 8gb of RAM in one memory slot
possible for a mid-2009 2.53GHz
MacBookPro5,4?
tried the apple hardware test and got the following error,
4sns/1/40000000: any idea what the error code means? apple hardware
test has detected an error. apple · Error 4MEM/2/40000000:
0xa9F79398 Apple Hardware Test :: apple find out what error codes
such as " error 1009" for iphone4s mean? subsequently. Error code
4MEM/4/40000000:4e59d0c0 after running HD test from disk. Windows
grayed out dock too and chunks disappeared from some. What does this.
Hardware error :(mac pro hardware error 4mem/60/4000000:
0x8488a498) I ran the Apple Hardware Test, and I got Error Code
4MOT/3/40000004: HDD-1553 I thought That indicates a problem with
the cooling fan for the hard drive. I did upgrade my mac from 4 to 8 GB
one month after I bought it in a apple shop. Thanks! Apple Hardware
Test Error Code 4MEM/1/40000000:210140. I perform the Apple
Hardware Test (AHT) in extended testing mode and I recieved this error:
4MEM/62/40000000: 0x7f537390 This error message refers to a Fault
CR2: 0xffffff8002000038, Error code: 0x0000000000000000, Fault
CPU: 0x1 It does appear that you have pruchased the correct memory



for your system.

Apple Hardware Test Error Code 4MEM/1/40000000:210140. Tags:
Apple Support Mac mini hardware error 4MEM/4/40000000:
0xa94B9418. Tags: Apple.

Apple Hardware Test Error Code 4MEM/1/40000000:210140 Hi, Apple
Hardware Test for an iMac (27-inch, Late 2012) provided the following
error.

Apple Macintosh Computer Tips covering all Macs and current Mac OS
X. Mac How to Tips and Tricks for If the test determines there is an
error with your Mac computer, It will display an error code similar to
this: 4MEM: Memory module

Hardware test with Error: 4MEM/4/40000000: 0xaa2f2398 what does
that Apple does not publish their error codes, however the HDD
indicates it's a hard disk. 

How to check for Hardware issues with your Mac Computer and
perform the Apple Link. You can run a disk sector test, but I'm not sure
of a good OSX program that does. 3. 4.Error: 4MEM/60/40000000:
0x814a5b90. forums.macrumors.com And - you are getting hardware
test error codes that point to a memory problem. 
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